I understand that the total PSEA dues, $4.25 is for a one year subscription to the voice.

By signing this membership form, I am enrolling for the 2013-2014 membership year and also agreeing to maintain my membership in the appropriate category each membership year thereafter. I may revoke my membership by notifying, in writing, my local association, when available, or PSEA no later than October 1 of that membership year.

Dues payments and contributions to NEA fund and PSEA-PACE, if applicable, are not deductible as charitable contributions for federal or state income tax purposes. Dues payments or a portion may be deductible as a miscellaneous itemized deduction.
THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE EDUCATION ASSOCIATION NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 2013 ENROLLMENT FORM 2014

LOCAL ASSOCIATION NUMBER
LOCAL ASSOCIATION NAME/EDUCATIONAL EMPLOYER
BUILDING NAME

SSS OR PSEA ID TITLE LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE INITIAL

STREET ADDRESS

EMPLOYMENT LEVEL (✓) PLEASE CHECK ONE

PSEA ID

EMPLOYMENT CODES: (✓) PLEASE CHECK ONE

HOME E-MAIL ADDRESS

I UNDERSTAND THAT OF THE TOTAL PSEA DUES, $4.25 IS FOR A ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO THE VOICE.

BY SIGNING THIS MEMBERSHIP FORM, I AM ENROLLING FOR THE 2013-2014 MEMBERSHIP YEAR AND ALSO AGREEING TO MAINTAIN MY MEMBERSHIP IN THE APPROPRIATE CATEGORY EACH MEMBERSHIP YEAR THEREAFTER. I MAY REVOKER MY MEMBERSHIP BY NOTIFYING, IN WRITING, MY LOCAL ASSOCIATION, WHEN AVAILABLE, OR PSEA NO LATER THAN OCTOBER 1 OF THAT MEMBERSHIP YEAR.

DUES PAYMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO NEA FUND AND PSEA-PACE, IF APPLICABLE, ARE NOT DEDUCTIBLE AS CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS FOR FEDERAL OR STATE INCOME TAX PURPOSES. DUES PAYMENTS OR A PORTION MAY BE DEDUCTIBLE AS A MISCELLANEOUS ITEMIZED DEDUCTION.

SIGNATURE

TOTAL PAYMENT:

I UNDERSTAND THAT OF THE TOTAL PSEA DUES, $4.25 IS FOR A ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO THE VOICE.

BY SIGNING THIS MEMBERSHIP FORM, I AM ENROLLING FOR THE 2013-2014 MEMBERSHIP YEAR AND ALSO AGREEING TO MAINTAIN MY MEMBERSHIP IN THE APPROPRIATE CATEGORY EACH MEMBERSHIP YEAR THEREAFTER. I MAY REVOKER MY MEMBERSHIP BY NOTIFYING, IN WRITING, MY LOCAL ASSOCIATION, WHEN AVAILABLE, OR PSEA NO LATER THAN OCTOBER 1 OF THAT MEMBERSHIP YEAR.

DUES PAYMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO NEA FUND AND PSEA-PACE, IF APPLICABLE, ARE NOT DEDUCTIBLE AS CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS FOR FEDERAL OR STATE INCOME TAX PURPOSES. DUES PAYMENTS OR A PORTION MAY BE DEDUCTIBLE AS A MISCELLANEOUS ITEMIZED DEDUCTION.

SIGNATURE

I UNDERSTAND THAT OF THE TOTAL PSEA DUES, $4.25 IS FOR A ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO THE VOICE.

BY SIGNING THIS MEMBERSHIP FORM, I AM ENROLLING FOR THE 2013-2014 MEMBERSHIP YEAR AND ALSO AGREEING TO MAINTAIN MY MEMBERSHIP IN THE APPROPRIATE CATEGORY EACH MEMBERSHIP YEAR THEREAFTER. I MAY REVOKER MY MEMBERSHIP BY NOTIFYING, IN WRITING, MY LOCAL ASSOCIATION, WHEN AVAILABLE, OR PSEA NO LATER THAN OCTOBER 1 OF THAT MEMBERSHIP YEAR.

DUES PAYMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO NEA FUND AND PSEA-PACE, IF APPLICABLE, ARE NOT DEDUCTIBLE AS CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS FOR FEDERAL OR STATE INCOME TAX PURPOSES. DUES PAYMENTS OR A PORTION MAY BE DEDUCTIBLE AS A MISCELLANEOUS ITEMIZED DEDUCTION.

SIGNATURE

I UNDERSTAND THAT OF THE TOTAL PSEA DUES, $4.25 IS FOR A ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO THE VOICE.

BY SIGNING THIS MEMBERSHIP FORM, I AM ENROLLING FOR THE 2013-2014 MEMBERSHIP YEAR AND ALSO AGREEING TO MAINTAIN MY MEMBERSHIP IN THE APPROPRIATE CATEGORY EACH MEMBERSHIP YEAR THEREAFTER. I MAY REVOKER MY MEMBERSHIP BY NOTIFYING, IN WRITING, MY LOCAL ASSOCIATION, WHEN AVAILABLE, OR PSEA NO LATER THAN OCTOBER 1 OF THAT MEMBERSHIP YEAR.

DUES PAYMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO NEA FUND AND PSEA-PACE, IF APPLICABLE, ARE NOT DEDUCTIBLE AS CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS FOR FEDERAL OR STATE INCOME TAX PURPOSES. DUES PAYMENTS OR A PORTION MAY BE DEDUCTIBLE AS A MISCELLANEOUS ITEMIZED DEDUCTION.

SIGNATURE

LOCAL COPY

DATE

HIRE DATE

/DATE

Local Officer Verification Required

PLEASE INITIAL
The Pennsylvania State Education Association
National Education Association
2013 Enrollment Form 2014

Local Association Number
Local Association Name/Educational Employer
Building Name

SSF or PSEA ID
Title
Last Name
First Name
Middle Initial

Street Address
City
State
Zip Code

Employment Level (✓) Please Check One
PDE ID

Employment Codes: (☐) Please Check One

Classroom Teacher
101 Adult Ed
102 Art
103 Business Ed
104 Coach
105 Communications
106 Computer Science
107 Driver Ed
108 English
Language Arts
109 G4 good & Literature
110 Health & Physical Education
111 Family & Consumer Sciences
112 Library Science
113 Mathematics

Academic Areas
114 Music
115 Reading
116 Science
117 Social Studies
118 Speech Therapist
119 Technology Ed.
120 General Subject
121 No Subject
122 No Other
123 Other
124 Other
125 Special Education
126 Athletic Trainer
127 Second Language
128 Literacy Coach
129 Alternative Ed

Career/Technical Studies
201 Agriculture
202 Business
203 Distributive
204 Family & Consumer Sciences
205 Foreign Language
206 Technology Education
207 Trade and Industrial
208 Other/Various
209 Nursing Educator
210 Physical Therapy Educator
211 Occupational Therapy Educator

Higher Ed
301 Agriculture
302 Architecture
303 Biology
304 Business Science
305 Communications
306 Computer Science
307 Education
308 Engineering
309 English
310 Foreign Language
311 Geography
312 Philosophy
313 Family & Consumer Sciences
314 Law
315 Library
316 Mathematics
317 Military Science
318 Music
319 Nursing
320 Psychology
321 Religion
322 Social Science
323 Social Studies
324 Other

Administration/Supervision
401 Chief/Assistant Administrator
402 Supervisor
403 Other
404 Principal
405 Assistant
406 Custodian
407 Bus Driver
408 Confidential
409 Agricultural

Pupil Services
501 Counselor
502 Dental Hygienist
503 Health & Safety
504 School Nurse
505 School Psychologist
506 Occupational Therapist
507 Physical Therapist

ESPA Fund is committed to ensuring the equitable representation of members of ethnic minority groups at all levels of the Association. To achieve this goal, completion of this section is strongly encouraged. Failure to do so, however, will not affect your membership status, rights or benefits in NEA, PSEA or any local association. Ethnic minority groups are defined as ethnic minority by the U.S. Bureau of Census. This information will be kept confidential.

Ethnic Classification

Gender
Are you ever a member of a student?

Home E-mail Address

Process for PSEA-PACE and NEA Funds by Payroll Deduction

PSEA has established a Political Action Committee (PSEA/PACE) to support candidates in state and local elections. PSEA/PACE collects voluntary contributions from Association members and uses these contributions for political purposes, including, but not limited to, making contributions to and expenditures on behalf of friends of public education who are candidates for state and local office. The National Education Association Fund for Children and Public Education (NEA FUND) collects voluntary contributions from Association members and uses these contributions for political purposes, including, but not limited to, making contributions to and expenditures on behalf of friends of public education who are candidates for federal office. Contributions to PSEA/PACE and The NEA Fund are voluntary and members have the right to refrain from contributing without reprisal. A member may contribute more or less than the suggested amounts, or not contribute, without affecting his or her membership status, rights, or benefits in NEA, PSEA or any of PSEA's affiliates.

Contributions to PSEA/PACE and The NEA Fund are deductible as charitable contributions for federal or state income tax purposes. Only U.S. citizens or lawful permanent residents may contribute to PSEA/PACE or The NEA Fund. No dues dollars may be given to political candidates.

Federal and state law requires PSEA to use its best efforts to collect the name, mailing address, occupation, and the name of the employer for each individual whose contributions to PSEA/PACE aggregate in excess of $200 in a calendar year. Federal law prohibits The NEA Fund from receiving contributions from persons other than members of the NEA and its affiliates and their immediate families. All contributions from persons other than members of NEA and its affiliates, and their immediate families, will be returned forthwith.

With full knowledge of this information, I agree that my political contribution for public elections as indicated by the check marks below, and my authorization for payroll deduction, if available, shall continue in force from year to year unless revoked or modified by me by giving written notice to my local association.

PSEA/PACE for State Elections
A) [ ] $50 contribution (suggested)
B) [ ] $100 contribution (suggested)
C) [ ] Other contribution (enter amount)

NEA Fund for Political Elections
A) [ ] $15 contribution (suggested)
B) [ ] $25 contribution (suggested)
C) [ ] Other contribution (enter amount)

Signature
Date

I understand that the total PSEA dues, $4.25 is for one year subscription to the voice.

By signing this membership form, I am enrolling for the 2013-2014 membership year and also agreeing to maintain my membership in the appropriate category each membership year thereafter. I may revoke my membership by notifying, in writing, my local association, when available, or PSEA no later than October 1 of that membership year.

Dues payments and contributions to NEA fund and PSEA-PACE, if applicable, are not deductible as charitable contributions for federal or state income tax purposes. Dues payments or a portion may be deductible as a miscellaneous itemized deduction.

Local Officer Verification Required
Please initial

7/13
500153

Member Copy